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MULTIPLE JET PRODUCTION AT LOW TRANSVERSE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 67, 052001 ~2003!We present data on multiple production of jets with transverse energies near 20 GeV inpp̄ collisions at
As51.8 TeV. QCD calculations in the parton-shower approximation ofPYTHIA andHERWIG and the next-to-
leading order approximation ofJETRAD are compared to the data for one, two, three, and four jet inclusive
production. Transverse energy spectra and multiple jet angular and summed transverse-energy distributions are
adequately described by the shower approximation while next-to-leading order calculations describe the data
poorly.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.67.052001 PACS number~s!: 14.65.Ha, 13.85.Ni, 13.85.Qkse
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I. INTRODUCTION
The study of multiple jet production at high transver
energy was a goal of the 1993–1995 run of the Ferm
Tevatron collider, and the results have been compared
leading-order QCD predictions by both the Collider Detec
at Fermilab ~CDF! @1# and DO” @2# Collaborations. These
high-ET data, whereET is the transverse energy of the je
are described satisfactorily by complete tree-level leading
der 2→N QCD calculations@3# and by theHERWIG parton-
shower Monte Carlo@4# program. This kinematic region i
described byQ2/ ŝ'1, whereQ2 is the square of the mo
mentum transfer between partons~which we set equal to
ET
2), and ŝ is the square of the partonic center of mass
ergy. In this paper, we describe jet production measurem
at significantly lower values ofET where detailed measure
ment of jet production in this kinematic region can provi
information on the evolution of higher-order jet processes
the same lowET region the DØ Collaboration has previous
reported the ratio of the inclusive three-jet to the inclus
two-jet cross section as a function of the scalar sum of
transverse energies (HT5(ET) with ET. 20 GeV@5#. The
ratio data can be described by theJETRAD next-to-leading
order Monte Carlo@6# program. In this paper we make com
parisons between Monte Carlo data and several charact
tics of multiple jet events including the leading jet transve
energy, the relative azimuthal angle between jets, and
summed vector transverse momenta of jets.
II. DATA SAMPLE AND CORRECTIONS
The data were collected with the DO” detector at a proton
antiproton center-of-mass energyAs51.8 TeV. Jets were
identified using the liquid-argon uranium calorimeters, wh
have segmentation ofDh3Df50.130.1, where pseudora
pidity h52 ln tanu/2, u is the polar angle, andf is azi-
muthal angle@7#. At least one calorimeter trigger towe
(Dh3Df50.230.2) with ET>2 GeV was required by a
hardware trigger, and at least one jet withET>12 GeV was
required by a subsequent software trigger@8#. Jets were re-
constructed using a fixed cone algorithm with radiusDR
5ADh21Df250.7 in h2f space@8#. The jet reconstruc-
tion threshold wasET58 GeV. If two jets overlapped and
*Also at University of Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland.
†Also at Institute of Nuclear Physics, Krakow, Poland.05200b
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the shared transverse energy was more than 50% of the t
verse energy of the lower-ET jet, the jets were merged; oth
erwise they were split into two jets. The integrated lumino
ity of this data sample is 2.060.3 nb21. Instantaneous
luminosity was restricted to be below 331030 cm22 s21 to
minimize the number of multiplepp̄ interactions in a single
beam crossing.
To provide events of high quality, online and offline s
lection criteria suppressed multiple interactions, the cos
ray background, and spurious jets@8#. Jets were restricted to
the pseudorapidity intervaluhu<3. The primary vertex of
each event~reconstructed from time-of-flight as measured
scintillation counters@7#! was required to be within 50 cm o
the detector center.
Jet energies have been corrected for calorimeter respo
shower development, and various sources of noise@9#. These
corrections constitute the largest source of systematic un
tainty on the jet cross section. Typical values of the jet e
ergy correction are 15–30%, with an uncertainty of 2–4
In our study, we consider jets withET.20 GeV; for an in-
clusive n-jet event, then jets with the maximumET ~the
leading jets! must have transverse energy above the thresh
value. For example, a 3-jet event must have at least 3
above 20 GeV. The trigger efficiency is 0.85 for the inclusi
(n51) jet sample for energies near threshold, rising rapi
to unity at largerET . The efficiency is essentially unity fo
n.1.
To compare with data, Monte Carlo~MC! events were
generated using thePYTHIA 6.127@10#, HERWIG 5.9 @4#, and
JETRAD @6# programs.PYTHIA andHERWIG simulate particle-
level jets in the parton-shower approximation.JETRAD simu-
lates jets in the next-to-leading order approximation.
simulate detector resolution effects, the MC jet transve
energies were smeared with the experimentally determi
jet energy resolution@9#, which is '20% atET520 GeV.
Jet angular smearing usedh andf resolutions obtained by a
MC simulation of the calorimeter response usingHERWIG 5.9
and GEANT @11#. These resolutions are'0.08 at ET
520 GeV. InPYTHIA andHERWIG, jets were reconstructed a
the particle level using the DO” algorithm, and inJETRAD, at
the parton level, using the Snowmass algorithm@12#.
III. LEADING JET ET DISTRIBUTIONS AND SYSTEMATIC
UNCERTAINTIES
Distributions in transverse energy for the leading jet
inclusiven51 to n54 jet events are shown in Fig. 1, alon1-3
r
ABAZOV et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 67, 052001 ~2003!FIG. 1. The transverse energy distributions of the leading jet for~a! single-inclusive,~b! two-jet inclusive,~c! three-jet inclusive, and~d!
four-jet inclusive events. Solid histograms show thePYTHIA simulation normalized~with a factor of 0.75! to the inclusive two-jet sample fo
ET.40 GeV. Dotted histograms are similarly normalizedHERWIG results~increased by a factor of 1.6!.u
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hewith the results fromPYTHIA and HERWIG simulations. In
these and all other plots, the data have been corrected
inefficiencies and energy calibration, but not for contrib
tions from the underlying event. All simulated distribution
have been smeared with energy and angular resolutions.
to describe the data quantitatively, we normalize the the
~with a factor of 0.75 forPYTHIA and 1.6 forHERWIG! to the
observed two-jet inclusive cross section in Fig. 1~b! for ET
.40 GeV.
The normalized theory is in agreement with the data
all of the jet samples over the entireET interval. A detailed
comparison is shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Here the simulati
have been brought into agreement with the data by selec
parameters that enhance lowET jet production. In the case o
PYTHIA, the core of the hadronic matter distribution@10# has
been increased to the fraction 0.32. An increased core f
tion @the parameter PARP~83!# leads to enhancement of th
multiple interaction rate@10#, which tends to produce even
with large multiplicity because of additional radiated lo
energy jets and underlying event energy. In the case ofHER-
WIG, the minimum transverse momentum for the hard s
processes has been set to 3.7 GeV. A decreased mini05200for
-
lso
ry
r
s
ng
c-
-
um
transverse momentum~the parameter PTMIN! leads to in-
c eased soft underlying event contributions. The default v
ues for these parameters are PARP~83!50.5 and PTMIN
510 GeV. Variation of these values by more than 15% lea
to disagreement with the lowET data. Other parameters
when varied from their default values, do not change
distributions significantly.
Figures 2 and 3 show the fractional difference (Da
2MC) / MC for theET spectra in Fig. 1 with the uncertain
ties arising from jet-energy calibration and resolutions. T
systematic uncertainty on the cross section is due prima
to the uncertainty in the energy calibration. This uncertai
can be estimated by considering cross sections derived
61 standard-deviation corrections to the jet energy sc
The same procedure can be used to derive the uncertai
due to jet energy and angular resolutions in the MC. AtET
525 GeV, the uncertainty in the three-jet cross section d
to calibration of the data is 39%, and uncertainties in the M
due to energy and angular resolutions are 19% and 7%
spectively. The uncertainty from energy resolution represe
the dominant uncertainty in the MC. In Figs. 2 and 3, t1-4
g to the
he ratio
e dotted
MULTIPLE JET PRODUCTION AT LOW TRANSVERSE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 67, 052001 ~2003!FIG. 2. ~Data–PYTHIA!/PYTHIA as a function of the transverse energy of the leading jet for~a! single-jet inclusive,~b! two-jet inclusive,
~c! three-jet inclusive, and~d! four-jet inclusive event samples. The relative systematic uncertainties in the cross section correspondin
energy calibration added in quadrature with 15% uncertainty in luminosity are shown by the solid lines. The uncertainty in t
(Data2MC) / MC from energy and angle smearing is shown by the dashed lines. The total uncertainty on the ratio is shown by th
lines.rr
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and
oul-relative systematic uncertainties in the cross section co
sponding to the energy calibration added in quadrature w
15% uncertainty in luminosity are shown by the solid line
The uncertainty in the ratio (Data2MC) / MC from energy
and angle smearing is shown by the dashed lines. The
uncertainty on the ratio is shown by the dotted lines.
shown in Figs. 2 and 3, bothPYTHIA and HERWIG describe
the data quite well.
IV. TRANSVERSE ENERGY AND AZIMUTHAL
DISTRIBUTIONS
To explore features of three- and four-jet production,
turn to observations of relative azimuthal distributions, d
tributions in summed transverse momenta, and three-jet s
ies. In Fig. 4~a! we plot the azimuthal difference between t
leading two jets in events with two or more jets. Figur
4~b!–4~d! show the azimuthal difference between the fi
and second, first and third, and second and third highesET05200e-
th
.
tal
s
e
-
d-
t
jets in three-jet events. In Fig. 4~a! we see the strong anti
correlation ~in the transverse plane! expected of two-jet
events. The peak of the distribution widens substantially
the three-jet sample@Figs. 4~b!–4~d!#. The peaks correspon
to the kinematic constraint of transverse momentum con
vation for jets produced in hard QCD subprocesses.PYTHIA
~normalized as in Fig. 1! approximates the observed three-
cross section and shapes. However, small discrepancies
HERWIG ~also normalized as in Fig. 1! are evident.
Distributions of the square of the summed vector tra
verse momenta of jetsQT
25(ET11ET21•••1ETn)
2 in Fig.
5 show significant imbalance of the transverse momenta
n leading jets. If events at largeQT
2 are removed by requiring
balanced transverse energy, the corresponding three-
four-jet cross sections of Fig. 1 decrease at smallET . The
shoulder atQT
2'1600 GeV2 in Fig. 5~a! can be eliminated
by restricting the event sample to just two jets withET above
20 GeV, and no other jets between 8 and 20 GeV. This sh1-5
g to the
he ratio
e dotted
ABAZOV et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 67, 052001 ~2003!FIG. 3. (Data2HERWIG!/HERWIG as a function of the transverse energy of the leading jet for~a! single-jet inclusive,~b! two-jet inclusive,
~c! three-jet inclusive, and~d! four-jet inclusive event samples. The relative systematic uncertainties in the cross section correspondin
energy calibration added in quadrature with 15% uncertainty in luminosity are shown by the solid lines. The uncertainty in t
(Data2MC) / MC from energy and angle smearing is shown by the dashed lines. The total uncertainty on the ratio is shown by th
lines.d
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con-der can consequently be associated with higher-order ra
tion.
To find the pair of jets$ i , j % most likely to originate from
the hard interaction~rather than from gluon bremsshtrah
ung!, we define the scaled summed dijet vector transve
momentum: qi j 5(ETi1ET j)/(ETi1ET j). We choose the
pair with the smallest magnitude of this vector and in Fi
6~a! and 7~a! plot the distribution of the relative azimutha
angleFc between the jets in that pair. The data,PYTHIA, and
HERWIG show a narrow maximum in the region where tw
jets from the hard scatter appear back-to-back (Fc5p). The
prediction fromJETRAD is peaked away fromFc'p because
only one extra jet is present.
Figures 6~b! and 6~c! and Figs. 7~b! and 7~c! show the
azimuthal separation of the third jet from each of the two j
that correspond to the minimumqi j
2 . These distributions con
tain events only forp2Fc<0.4; that is, events in which th
balanced jets are essentially back-to-back. If the third
were correlated with the balanced jets, it would be obser05200ia-
e
.
s
t
d
nearby or opposite the balanced jets. However, the data s
the third jet to be weakly correlated with the balanced je
and emitted at all angles. The uncertainties associated
energy calibration and luminosity are shown by the so
lines in Figs. 6 and 7. Uncertainties from the energy reso
tion are shown by dashed lines in Fig. 6.
We see that the data,PYTHIA, and HERWIG have wider
distributions thanJETRAD. PYTHIA describes the data quit
well, while JETRAD fails. The agreement withPYTHIA has
been achieved only with enhanced multiple parton inter
tion rates.HERWIG demonstrates small qualitative disagre
ment with the shape of the azimuthal plot of Fig. 7~b!; the
peak at p/2 is produced by jets reconstructed from t
underlying-event energy@4# and grows quickly with small
changes in PTMIN. Such jets are strongly overlapped w
more than one jet. If jets overlapping two or more nearby j
are excluded, theHERWIG shape in Fig. 7~b! improves but the
agreement shown in Fig. 7~a! worsens.~The cone algorithm
reconstructs jets from seed towers and may therefore re1-6
ts
MULTIPLE JET PRODUCTION AT LOW TRANSVERSE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 67, 052001 ~2003!FIG. 4. Distributions of the relative azimuthal angle between two jets in~a! two-jet inclusive events and in three-jet inclusive even
@~b!–~d!#. Jets are ordered by their transverse energies. ThePYTHIA predictions are indicated by the solid histograms and theHERWIG
predictions by the dotted histograms.
FIG. 5. Distributions of the square of the summed vector transverse momentaQT
2 , for ~a! two-jet inclusive,~b! three-jet inclusive, and
~c! four-jet inclusive event samples. ThePYTHIA predictions are indicated by the solid histograms and theHERWIG predictions by the dotted
histograms.052001-7
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ABAZOV et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 67, 052001 ~2003!FIG. 6. Azimuthal distributions between the leading jets in 3-jet events. The data is shown by the closed circles. Panel~a! shows the
azimuthal separation between the two jets with the minimum summed transverse energy. Panel~b! shows the azimuthal separation betwe
the third leading jet and the first jet of the minimum transverse energy pair. Panel~c! shows the azimuthal separation between the th
leading jet and the second jet of the pair.PYTHIA is given by the solid histograms,JETRAD is shown by the dotted histograms. Th
uncertainties associated with energy calibration and luminosity are shown by the solid lines. Uncertainties from the energy reso
shown by dashed lines.he
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ad-struct jets sharing energy. The reconstruction algorithm t
merges or splits the energy encompassed in these ove
ping jets @8#.! Elimination of these jets tends to suppre
contributions from the soft underlying event. Soft intera
tions result in a wide distribution of particles throughout a
gular phase space. Jets reconstructed from these par
tend to be wider and of lower energy than more collima
partonic jets. Such jets often share a significant fraction
energy with similar, neighboring jets and are merged int
single jet.
The shapes of the simulated distributions are sensitiv
modeling of the multiple parton interactions. Tuning of t
multiple interaction contribution inPYTHIA and the minimum
generated transverse momentum inHERWIG are required for
good agreement. In particular, simulations with smaller c
tributions from soft parton interactions show discrepanc
with the data.05200n
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V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we showed comparisons between Mo
Carlo calculations and data for several characteristics of m
tiple jet events with a low jet-ET threshold. These compari
sons included the leading jet transverse energy, the rela
azimuthal angle between jets, and the summed vector tr
verse momenta of jets. Our data on multiple jet production
low ET agree withPYTHIA andHERWIG. This is observed in
the distributions of the transverse energy of the leading
~Fig. 1!, azimuthal distributions~Fig. 4!, in the square of the
summed vector transverse momentaQT
2 ~Fig. 5!, and in the
three-jet angular distributions that suggest the presence
weakly correlated jet~Figs. 6 and 7!. JETRAD cannot ad-
equately describe the angular distributions of the three le
ing jets in three jet events.the
imumFIG. 7. Azimuthal distributions between the leading jets in 3-jet events. The data is given by the closed circles~all jets! and by the closed
triangles~the jets overlapped with more than one jet are excluded!. Panel~a! shows the azimuthal separation between the two jets with
minimum summed transverse energy. Panel~b! shows the azimuthal separation between the third leading jet and the first jet of the min
transverse energy pair. Panel~c! shows the azimuthal separation between the third leading jet and the second jet of the pair.HERWIG is given
by the solid histograms~all jets!, and the dotted histograms~the jets overlapped with more than one jet are excluded!. The uncertainties
associated with energy calibration and luminosity are shown by the solid lines.1-8
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